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ON FRECHET-URYSOHN EXPANSIONS

Woo Chorl Hong

Abstract In this paper we study on Frechet-Urysohn expansions of 

topological spaces, countable Frechet-Urysohn spaces and Hausdorff 

FYechet-Urysohn spaces.

1. Introduction

Let (X, 7Z) be a topological space endowed with a topology Tc and 
let c denote the closure operator on (X)兀).Let N denote the set of 
all natural numbers and (xn\n e N)(briefly (xn)) a sequence of points 
in a set.

A function [^seg of the power set R(X) of X to P(X) itself defined by 
for each subset A C X, [A\seq = {x E X\(xn) converges to x in (X,兀) 
for some sequence (xn) of points in A} is called the sequential closure 
operator on (X,兀).It is well known that for each subset A C X, 
[A\SGq C c(A) and [*]seq satisfies the Kuratowski closure axioms except 
for idempotent (see [1]).

Let us recall definitions in a topological space (X^ 兀).
(a) Frechet-Urysohn [1] (also called Frechet [2, 이): for each subset 

AcX, c(A) C [A]seq.
(b) countable Frechet- Urysohn: for each countable subset A C X、 

c(厶)C凶冲,
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F¥bm the definitions and the following example, we have that the 
following implication holds, but the converse does not hold：

Frechet-Urysohn => countable Frechet-Urysohn.

Example. The space of ordinals X = [。"시, ^here s 虹 -he first 
uncountable ordinal, is a compact Hausdorff space all of whose count- 
able subsets are metrizMe. Note that the point Ui %s 7io1 a cluster 
point of each countable subset of X not containing 3“ H이we see 
that the space X is countable Frechet- Urysohn, but %t is not Frechet- 
Urysohn(see [3, p.125, Remark]).

Let (X, 7Z) be a topological space. If Tc CT and (X)丁) 13 j?rechet- 
Urysohn, we call (X, 7") a Frechet-Urysohn expansion of (XJ；).

In this paper we study on Frechet-Urysohn expansions of opolog- 
ical spaces, countable Frechet-Urysohn spaces and Hausdorff btechet- 
Urysohn spaces.

Standard notations, not explained below, is the same as in [1].

2. Results

Let (X,兀)be a topological space and A a family of subsets of X. 
The expansion of 7^ by X denoted by 兀(>l) is the topology on X with 
7^ U X as subbase.

We recall that a family A of subsets of X is point 하티 if and 
only if each x e X belongs to only finitely many A € X.

Theorem 1 Let (X,7[) be a topological space and let

■4 = {c(A) — [A\seg\A C X and c(A) 一 [A]seg 寸二 0}-

If A. is point finite, then (X, 7ZQ4)) is a Frechet-Urysohn expansion of 
(X,7>

Proof If (X, 7Z) is a Frechet-Urysohn space, then clearly X — 0, 
and so 兀(・4) = 7Z・ Hence, it remains to prove the case that (X,7〔) 
is not Frechet-Urysohn. Let Y U X and p e 气(厶)(丫)一 K, where 
。兀(厶)is the topological closure operator on (X」Z*4)). Since A is 
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point finite, {A e A\p E A} is finite, say {KiMG,…，K^}. Let M = 
r\{Kz\i = 1, 2, Then, clearly, Y QM since M is a basic open 
set in (X, 7^(X)) containing p. We first show that p E 气(厶)(Y H M). 
Since 兀 U 丿4 is a subbase for 7^(v4), by the definition of M, we have 
that for each basic open set U in(X,7^(>1)) containing p, (n{Vj|i € 
J}) C\M C. U for some finite family {V3\j € J and J is finite } of open 
sets V3 in (X)7Z) containing p, and so V A M C C7 for some open set
V in (X,兀)containing p. Hence, it is sufficient to show that for each 
open set V in (X,7Z) containing p, (Y A M) A V 0. Suppose on 
the contrary that there exists an open set V in (X, 7。containing p 
such that (y M) D V = 0. Then, since M P V is a basic open set 
in (X, 7ZJ4)) containing p and since p e。兀(厶)(丫)，丫 A (M Cl V) 0, 
which is a contradiction. It is easy to see that for each subset Z of X, 
c兀(厶)(Z) C [Z]seq C c(Z). Hence, we have that there exists a sequence 
(xn) of points mYnM such that (xn) converges to p in (X,兀).To end 
the proof, we 시aim that (a、) converges to p in (X>7^J4)). Suppose 
that it is not. Then there exists a basic open set U in (X,兀(人)) 
containing p such that (xn) is not eventually in U. We have already 
known that V A M C for some open set V in (X,7Z) containing p. 
It follows that there is an open set V in (X,7Z) containing p such that 
(xn) is not eventaully in VnM, and hence (知)is also not eventually in
V because (a;n) is a sequence of points in M? which is a contradiction.

Now we study on Frechet-Urysohn expansions of countable Frechet- 
Urysohn spaces.

Theorem 2 If (X, 7^) is a countable Frechet- Urysohn space, then 
(X)7j]seq)脆 a Frechet-Urysohn expansion of (X,7Z) and moreover, 
for each sequence (%”,) °f points in X and each p E X, (xn) converges 
to p in (X；7Z) if and only (x^) converges to p in (X, 7爲“).

PROOF First we show 나lat [[A]seg]5eq C [A]seQ for each subset A C 
X ・ Let x e \[A]seq\se.q Then, by the definition of [-]seq, (xn) converges 
to x in (X,兀)for some sequence (xn) of points in [A\seq. And since 
xn e [4"乾 for each n E N, there exists a sequence (xnm) converges to 
xn in (X)7[). So, x E c({xn7n\n^m € N}). Since (X)7[) is a countable 
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Ftechet-Urysohn space and {a?nrn|n, m £ N} is a countable subset of A, 
c({:Tn시€ N}) C 压%시n,77Z e N}"eq 

and hence
工 £ 시 7경, S £ € [^4.] seq •

Thus we have that (X,7[]ae9) is a topological sapce with the closure 
operator

Next we show that for each sequence (xn) of points in X and x £ X) 
(xn) converges to x in (X/TQ if and only if (xn) converges to x in 
(X,7爲").Since [A\seq C c(A) for each subset A C X, it is clear that 
the topology 7瓦河 on X induced by "]沖 is finer than the topology Tc 
and hence we have that if (zn) converges to x in (X?7[]seq), then (外) 
converges to x in (X%).

Conversely, if (xn) does not converge to x in (X,7[jseq), then (xn) is 
not eventually in some neighborhood U of z in (X, 7[]seq). It is obvious 
that there exists a subsequence (x^(n)) of (rrn) such that the range 
{^</>(n)|n £ N} of «q(n)) and U are disjoint. Hence x £ €
N}"eq and 응。, by the definition of "]$仑实 (x^(n)) does not converge to 
x in (X,兀).Note that if (私)converges to x in (X, 7；), then «q(n)) 
converges to x in (X,兀). Thus, by the contraposition of above fact, 
(xn) does not converge to x in (瓦兀).

Finally we show that (X,7(]aeq) is a Frechet-Urysohn space. Let 
A (Z X and x E [A\seg. Then, by the definition of [A]se^, converges 
to x in (X,兀)for some sequence (xn) of points in A. By the above 
fact that (xn) converges to x in (X,兀)if and only if (xn) converges to 
x in (X,7jkeq))(站)converges to x in (X,7[ ]seq) and thus it holds.

The proof, is complete.

REMARK It is clear that if (X, %) is not a Frechet-Urysohn space, 
하此“ 7c 誓 7[]seq-

We finally introduce some results of J. A. Narvarte and J. A. Guthrie 
for Frechet-Urysohn expansions of Hausdorff Frechet-Urysohn spaces.

Theorem 이4] Let (X, 兀) be a Hausdorff Frechet-Urysohn space 
and A C X. Then (X,7Z({4})) is a Frechet-Urysohn expansion of 
(瓦7〉
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Theorem 4[4]. Let (X, 7L) be a Hausdorff Frechet-Urysohn space 
and A a family of subsets of X. If A is point fimte, then (X,兀(j4)) is 
a Frechet- Urysohn expansion o/(X,兀).

According to Theorem 2, we immediately have the following corol- 
laiy and hence we omit the proof.

Corollary 5. If is a Frechet-Urysohn space, then (・旳 7爲四) 
is a Frechet- Urysohn expansion of
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